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Di erentiated Security Model Thesis
We would like to start this slide by thanking Murad Mahmudov and Jordan Levine who first introduced us to this thesis.
Our team often thinks about how these decentralized networks will evolve over the long-term. What is this network's key value proposition and strength?
Will it be defensible and resist succumbing to new competition? What impact will interoperability have on it in the future?
Let's use Bitcoin as a way to illustrate our thoughts. It is, without a doubt, the digital asset best positioned to become a store of value and non-sovereign
currency over the long-term. But what intrinsic characteristics enable this to be possible? While there are a variety of factors to take into account, you can
argue that it largely comes down to 1) network security and 2) the finite, pre-determined issuance schedule.
Now, network security is an interesting aspect to isolate. Ultimately, it is the single most important reason why a decentralized network would be used in
the first place. No one uses Bitcoin for its speed and no digital asset will succeed at becoming "digital gold" if it can't resist attacks and malicious external
influences. In that same vein of thought, if we believe that digital gold is possible to build and valuable if it succeeds, is it prudent to think that the market
will only ever consider a single asset for this role? Perhaps far into the future value will consolidate into a clear winner but there is still too much
uncertainty to declare Bitcoin as an absolute. Wise investors typically do not put all of their eggs into a single basket. They believe in an idea, or theme,
and invest across a variety of assets that may stand to benefit from it being realized. They diversify risks.
Would an investor bet on a new Bitcoin competitor just because it has a finite supply and set monetary schedule? No. Anyone can create a new
cryptocurrency that mimics that part of the equation, although having it certainly helps. Is it wise to think that Bitcoin's security model, as good as it is, will
never be at risk? No. Proof-of-Work has proven its viability but SHA-256 and the physical machinery it runs on are by no means impervious to attack.
No one will build on, use or trust a network lacking security. There's a saying in crypto that you never want to be the second best network using a specific
mining algorithm, otherwise the miners on the leading chain could always temporarily redirect their machines to attack it. Maybe we can extrapolate this
further and state that you never want to be the second best network for a given security model in general, which in this example would be Proof-of Work.
With all of this in mind, you can logically come to the conclusion that network security is at the heart of value accrual for a cryptocurrency attempting to
become a store of value, a digital gold. If a cryptocurrency launched tomorrow with a scarce supply and new security model that was truly impossible to
attack or influence would you buy it? Would you consider a small allocation to it? Would you diversify? Of course this is a hypothetical situation given that
no such security model exists without flaws or drawbacks. However, it does demonstrate how diversifying across security models can make sense for an
investor. In the past, we've written about how we think its overly aggressive to assume only one asset accrues all of the resulting value from the advent of
decentralized networks. Perhaps we see a few winners delineated by different security models. A different winner for PoW, PoS, Hybrids and models not
yet discovered. It might be wise to have an allocation to each.
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Executive Summary
Key Takeaways - Protocol

 In Decred, blocks are mined the same way they would be under a standard Proof-of-Work
Decred is a cryptocurrency, launched in February 2016, that implements a unique
hybrid PoW/PoS consensus mechanism. It borrows some key traits from Bitcoin,
such as its finite, pre-determined monetary policy. However, Decred differentiates
itself through its adaptable on-chain governance and self-funded treasury.
Details
Ticker

DCR

Price (USD)

$16.84

Market Cap

$176,494,634

Current Supply

10,480,679 DCR

Maximum Supply

21,000,000 DCR

Returns in USD

7D

1M

3M






1Y

DCR

+0.73%

-34.36%

-43.75%

-56.49%

BTC

+1.00%

-23.41%

-25.93%

+25.87%

ETH

+4.07%

-3.59%

-40.05%

-21.36%

Key Takeaways - DCR Model

 UTXO Adjusted NVTS is currently hovering between two thresholds at ~75, which does not
provide a conclusive result.
 Decred benefits from having a transparent, finite and pre-determined monetary policy similar





Data as of October 4th, 2019
Sources: Decred, OnChainFX

design. However, after a block is mined it needs to be validated by the Proof-of-Stake side.
This acts as a two factor authentication system, where the benefits of each mechanism are
bolstered, while the weaknesses are minimized.
Decred uses the Blake-256 algorithm for its PoW consensus. Decred has witnessed
impressive hashrate growth in the last 12 months, increasing from ~80,000 Th/s to ~ 500,000
Th/s (~6x growth). YTD, Decred's hashrate increased ~2.4x.
The percentage of circulating DCR locked in PoS tickets broke above 50% for the first time on
August 15th, 2019. We believe this signals increased confidence in the security of the Decred
network and utility of DCR as a store of value.
Decred's network leverages a "stake difficulty algorithm", which sets the price of new tickets
to maintain the target pool size of 40,960 tickets. In addition to the cap of 21 million DCR, this
creates another form of scarcity and demand within the network. In DCR terms, the price of
a PoS ticket has increased 54% since the start of 2018 to a current price of over 130 DCR. In
USD terms, the price of a PoS ticket has fallen 60% from over $9,000 to under $3,500 since
the start of 2018.

to Bitcoin. Due to its young age, it's still going through a period of high block rewards with
issuance of ~60% in 2017, ~32% in 2018 and ~20% for 2019.
Decred's block reward is reduced by ~1% every 21 days. While issuance won't end until ~2121,
close to 99% of the total supply will be produced by 2039.
60% of the block rewards go to PoW miners, 30% to PoS stakers and 10% to the network
treasury. Due to the fact the mining block reward is double the staking reward, stakers can
only reduce their dilution. This is a positive relative to PoS networks, where large stakers can
continuously grow their influence over the network through block rewards.
The gross yield for staking is currently ~11%. We project gross yield and ticket prices forward
over the next 10 years based on a variety of assumptions.
Decred can offer stronger security guarantees than Bitcoin, on a per market cap basis,
through its hybrid PoW/PoS design. When normalized and at equal valuations, Decred would
be ~18x more costly to attack.
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Value Proposition
For a decentralized protocol to gain widespread adoption, it needs to provide value for its end users by offering an improvement over existing solutions.
Below, we have highlighted the use cases for Decred and the benefits the project can offer relative to existing methods.

Use Cases

Key Benefits

1. Store of Value: We believe that Decred has many of the key traits
necessary to be considered a viable store of value in the future. Notably,
it has a similar issuance policy to Bitcoin, which is finite and predetermined. It also has a strong security model based on its hybrid
PoW/PoS consensus mechanism. If Bitcoin experienced a threat to the
network in the future, such as network sustainability without a block
reward, Decred could stand to benefit. It's important to note, that
Decred will also need to develop a robust fee market in the future to
reward miners/stakers when new issuance slows.

1. Differentiated Security Model: As discussed in the beginning of this
report, we believe that investors could choose to diversify their risk by
allocating to leading protocols with differentiated security models.
Decred could stand to benefit in this situation given its successful
implementation of a hybrid PoW/PoS consensus mechanism. It is the
dominant chain using this approach.

2. Medium of Exchange: Decred is a true cryptocurrency which could
be used for payments in the future. Similar to Bitcoin, Decred plans to
scale payments using Lightning Network, a layer 2 solution. Lightning
was activated on Decred mainnet with DCP-0004 on 5/9/2019.
Development is still ongoing. Its important to note, that Decred will also
gain transactional privacy from Lightning and has other privacy features
under development.

2. Adaptability & Governance: While Bitcoin's path of minimal offchain governance and eventual protocol ossification has its merits,
Decred's approach of giving stakeholders a vote to change and govern
the network could prove better. It remains to be seen which is truly the
best approach but this is a key differentiator for Decred.
3. Self-Funded Treasury: Determining how to fund development is a
challenge that many decentralized networks are grappling with. In
Decred, 10% of each block reward is allocated to the network's treasury,
allowing it to sustainably fund development. This gives Decred a
massive war chest, with DCR holders having the power to decide how
its spent.
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Decred Overview
Key Takeaways

 In Decred, blocks are mined the same way they would be under a standard Proof-of-Work design. However, after a block is mined it needs to be validated by the






Proof-of-Stake side. If the stakeholders refuse to validate a miner’s block (let’s say they're misbehaving in some way), then that miner will not get the block reward.
This acts as a two factor authentication system, where the benefits of each mechanism are bolstered, while the weaknesses minimized.
New blocks are created every ~5 minutes and the block reward is split 3 ways - i) 60% goes to the PoW miner, ii) 30% goes to the PoS voters and iii) 10% goes to the
Decred Treasury to fund development. Decred's block reward is reduced by ~1% every 21 days. While issuance won't end until ~2121, around 99% of the supply will
be produced by 2039.
Decred uses the Blake-256 algorithm for its PoW consensus. Decred has witnessed impressive hashrate growth in the last 12 months, increasing from ~80,000 Th/s
to ~ 500,000 Th/s (~6x growth). Year to date, Decred's hashrate increased ~2.4x, while its price increased by 27% - a more expected relationship.
The percentage of circulating DCR locked in PoS tickets broke above 50% for the first time on August 15th, 2019. We believe this signals increased confidence in the
security of the Decred network and utility of DCR as a store of value.
Decred's foundation lies in its governance (both off-chain and on-chain), with which it can continuously adapt and evolve to add features desired by the stakeholders.
There have been a little over 30 proposals voted on off-chain via their public proposal system Politeia since it launched on the mainnet in October of 2018, with at
least 20% of tickets participating within each proposal. Since inception, there have been four on-chain consensus votes--all of which passed and rely on ticket-holder
voting.
Decred's network leverages a "stake difficulty algorithm", which sets the price of new tickets to maintain the target pool size of 40,960 tickets. In addition to the cap of
21 million DCR, this creates another form of scarcity and demand within the network. In DCR terms, the price of a PoS ticket has increased 54% since the start of 2018
to a current price of over 130 DCR. In USD terms, the price of a PoS ticket has fallen 60% from over $9,000 to under $3,500 since the start of 2018.

 One of the most interesting and promising aspects of Decred's network is their treasury, which collects 10% of each block subsidy. The Treasury has spent less than it
has taken in from its 10% subsidy every month since launch, except for Jan. 2019. As of October 4th, 2019, Decred's treasury had ~641K DCR (around $11M USD at
the time of writing).

 Decred's hybrid consensus adds an additional layer of chain fork and reorganization complexity. For a PoW miner to change the ticket selection outcome, he or she
must find a new solution with a different hash for previous blocks to produce a new set of random tickets. This makes a fork with equal hash power, but with
minority stakeholders highly unlikely to succeed.
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A Viable Complement to Bitcoin
As we alluded to in the beginning of this report, we think an argument can be made for
different security models accruing value. While Bitcoin and Decred could be seen as
competitors in this light, our team instead views them as complements to each other. To
better understand why, it’s important to quickly review the history of Decred. The original Decred
developers used to be Bitcoin developers. They built the Golang Bitcoin implementation,
btcsuite. This happens to be the implementation which Lightning Labs is building Lightning
Network on. During that process, they experienced first hand how Bitcoin governance worked
and came to the viewpoint that there was no good way to incorporate hard fork changes into
Bitcoin. In November of 2015, Company Zero's CEO Jake Yocom-Piatt released a post outlining
what he believed to be Bitcoin's biggest challenges: an ineffective and inefficient governance
structure, lack of funding for protocol development, and that Proof-of-Work miners had an
outsized influence on development decisions. Shortly after, Decred was launched, having been
designed in such a way that it would solve for these perceived governance problems.
Namely, it gave holders of DCR a say in consensus and governance, while still utilizing
Proof-of-Work to a certain degree.
While the developers wanted to empower DCR holders, they did not believe that pure Proof-ofStake was secure enough for the store of value use case. Because of this, they wanted to
incorporate the security guarantees of Proof-of-Work, while having a Proof-of-Stake layer on top
that would allow for coinholder voting. As a result, Decred implemented a hybrid Proof-ofWork and Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism, combining the best aspects of each.

January 2009

LAUNCH
DATE

February 2016

Satoshi
Nakamoto

FOUNDER

Company Zero

Proof of Work

CONSENSUS

Hybrid
(PoW + PoS)

Type Mining
something

RELEASE
METHOD

Type
something
Aidrop + Mining

10 minutes

BLOCK TIME

5 minutes

~18 million

CIRCULATING
SUPPLY

~10.4 million

It's important to note that Decred takes the same position as Bitcoin on most major technical
issues including whether or not to scale on the base layer, pursuing layer 2 solutions like
lightning, the importance of PoW, etc. The one they differ on is ossification vs. adaptability.
Bitcoin, ever resistant to change, will likely proceed on its current path to protocol ossification.
Decred has chosen adaptability. It has mechanisms to handle hard forks, add functionality and
evolve the protocol over time. Our team views both approaches as viable and further
differentiates the two. We believe that Decred could serve as both, a viable alternative or
complement, to Bitcoin.

21 million

~$185 Billion

TOTAL
SUPPLY

MARKET
CAP

8% Pre-Mine with

21 million

~$180 Million
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Decred's Hybrid Design
In Decred, blocks are mined the same way they would be under a standard Proof-of-Work design. However, after a block is mined it needs to be validated by the Proofof-Stake side. If the stakeholders refuse to validate a miner’s block (let’s say they're misbehaving in some way), then that miner will not get the block reward. This acts

Type something

as a two factor authentication system, where the benefits of each mechanism are bolstered, while the weaknesses minimized. As you'll see over the next few
pages, Decred's hybrid consensus mechanism provides for clever and unique approaches to governance, security, staking, and more.

Decred's Principles (from the Decred Constitution)

 All software developed as part of Decred shall be free and open source
software.

 Everyone has the right to communicate opinions and ideas without fear of
censorship.

 Inclusivity represents a multi-stakeholder system and an active effort shall be
Type
something
maintained to include a diverse
set of
views and users.

 Privacy and security are priorities and shall be balanced with the complexity of
their implementations.

 Issuance is finite and the total issuance shall not exceed 20,999,999.998 DCR,
 Universal fungibility is fundamental to Decred being a store of value and
attacks against it shall be actively monitored and countermeasures pursued .

Source: Smith and Crown
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Mining & Hashrate
Decred uses the Blake-256 algorithm for its PoW consensus, which optimizes for performance and security. Unlike many other PoW networks that have tried to resist
ASICs for fear of miner centralization, Decred chose to embrace them for well thought out reasons. While the growth in Bitcoin's hashrate can partially be attributed to
ASIC advancements, its change has largely followed price. Decred's hashrate, on the other hand, has expressed a less uniform relationship. Marked by the shaded red
area below, Decred's hashrate grew significantly while price decreased beginning Q3 2018. This is attributed to ASIC-based mining rigs coming online during the
market downturn. The shaded yellow area represents the GPU mining era. It remains to be seen whether or not Decred's mining economic model will track more
similarly to Bitcoin over the next market cycle with ASIC units mining more at scale.
As we mentioned earlier, Decred's overall mining model differs slightly from Bitcoin. The Bitcoin network halves block rewards every four years coming to an end in
2140. In contrast, Decred block rewards decrease by 1% every 6144 blocks (~21 days). Sometime in 2039, Decred will reach its very long-tail issuance of
around 0.58 DCR subsidy per block. Decred's continuous 1% reduction results in a ~80 years of extremely low gradual subsidy decrease, as opposed to a more abrupt
end as seen in Bitcoin. This is an explicit design choice to mitigate mining profitability cycles. It's notable that Decred will have to draw significant block space
demand to compensate miners/stakers via fees rather than new issuance, similar to the Bitcoin network. Decred's decision to opt for a separate hashing
algorithm removes SHA-256 hardware (Bitcoin and Bitcoin forks) from Decred's addressable hashrate. This is highly significant as Decred has a monopoly on its
hardware, making it less likely that miners who typically run a different network could attack it. Decred's community cleverly decided early on, that ASIC
compatibility is one of the core components in Decred's social contract.
Decred has witnessed impressive hashrate growth in the last 12 months, increasing from ~80,000 Th/s to ~ 500,000 Th/s (~6x growth). This coincides with a 36%
decline in price at the time of writing. Year to date, Decred's hashrate increased ~2.4x, while its price increased by 27% - a more expected relationship.

Decred Network Hashrate
GPU ERA

Sources: CoinMetrics, Decred, DCRFarm
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Staking Overview
Decred's Proof-of-Stake model requires holders/stakers to purchase "tickets" in order to participate in Decred's on-chain governance system. These tickets are nontransferable assets on the Decred network. Every time a block is produced, a maximum of five ticket holders (and a minimum of three) are randomly selected
to validate the block created by PoW miners. Before new blocks can be built on top of the subject block, a majority of the ticket holders voting must
validate said block. Blocks which fail to gain a majority of the ticket holders vote are orphaned. Ticket holders who vote on block validation split 30% of the total block
reward. There is a target ticket pool size of 40,960 tickets available on the network, with tickets being chosen for block validation duties within 28 days on
average. Tickets expire if not selected for block validation after 40,960 blocks (which is around 4 months). Any one ticket has a 99.5% probability of being chosen
before it expires.
One of the issues inherent with PoS is that large holders who stake are continually getting rewarded, which increases their influence over the network. This is at the
expense of non-stakers who get diluted. In Decred, because the block reward is split 60/30/10 between PoW/PoS/Treasury, this is not a concern. Even if you’re a large
holder that stakes your DCR, you’re always being diluted down by the PoW block reward because it’s twice as large. Essentially, your relative control over
the network diminishes over time.

Our team believes Decred's staking mechanism
provides a strong check on the blocks proposed
by miners and helps disincentivize users with only
short-term interests from participating in
consensus and governance. Short-term
speculators and day traders will be forced to
make their holdings illiquid to participate.

Percent of DCR Supply Staked

Due to the lottery ticket based staking system,
stakers make a longer-term commitment to the
network which helps our team better assess the
holder base for Decred. The percentage of
circulating DCR locked in PoS tickets broke above
50% for the first time on August 15th, 2019. We
believe this signals increased confidence in the
security of the Decred network and utility of DCR
as a store of value.
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Governance: O -Chain
Decred's foundation lies in its governance, with which it can continuously adapt and evolve to add features desired by the stakeholders. As we
alluded to earlier, Decred’s governance system is based on ticket-holder voting. Decred is uniquely structured for both off-chain and on-chain
governance. When it comes to on-chain, stakeholders can either vote on updates to consensus rules or validate blocks created by PoW miners.
Meanwhile, Decred’s off-chain governance now revolves around Politeia, their public proposal system where voters use their tickets to
conduct votes following a period of presentation and discussion. While this system is off-chain on a web platform, it’s anchored into the blockchain
with time stamps. This enables users to cryptographically prove if censorship has occurred.

Type something

As you can see below, there have been a little over 30 proposals voted on via Politeia since it launched on the mainnet in October of 2018. While there
have always been at least 20% of tickets participating within each proposal, the first vote saw over 50% ticket representation where stakeholders
approved a PR campaign to help raise awareness and adoption of Decred. Politeia benefits from a clean and straightforward UI, as well as from an active
community which has extensively documented each and every vote since inception. This system helps counter the on-going battle within Bitcoin
communities as we've seen seen on the popular subreddits, r/btc and r/bitcoin, with Politeia's focus on censorship-resistance.

Decred Off-Chain Voting History & Participation

Key Takeaways

 Out of 33 votes, 23 passed and 10 were
rejected.
 Approved proposals vary from initiating
PR and marketing campaigns to
development for a decentralized



something
exchange,Type
and wallet
integrations.
Proposals rejected include an
autonomous card game, DCR integration
into ATMs, as well as radio advertising.

 Most recently, Decred stakeholders

signaled that they wish to fund a market
maker to address liquidity issues (87%
approval)

Sources: Politeia Digest, Richard Red
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Governance: On-Chain
When there is an on-chain consensus vote, the changes to the protocol are already ready to be deployed. The vote determines whether the code gets activated
or remains dormant. This built-in upgrade mechanism, where PoS voters exercise sovereignty over whether or not to accept proposed changes, enables the rules to
be changed predictably without fracturing the network. The process can be seen below:

Decred Change
Proposal (DCP)

Type something
Design document describing
potential protocol- or consensuslevel changes to Decred.

New Node
Software

Type something
New node software which
implements the proposed
consensus rule changes must
be developed and released.

Since inception, there have been four on-chain
consensus votes--all of which passed. It's important
to note that the first vote, to "Start Lightning Network
Support", was simply voted on-chain because Politeia
wasn't live yet. Since then, every vote has had an
impact on the network and/or activated new

Network
Upgrade

Type something
PoW miners and PoS voters
must upgrade their software
before voting on activation of
the new rules can begin.

Voting

Rule
Activation

Type something

Type something

PoS ticketholders vote to either
accept, reject, or abstain from
the vote. Every vote has a
quorum requirement of 10%.

If the quorum is met and more
than 75% of the votes are in favor
of activiating the new consensus
rules, then a "lock-in" period (~4
weeks) begins.

Decred On-Chain Voting History

consensus rules. The second vote, to "Change PoS
Staking Algorithm", updated the stake difficulty
algorithm to prevent ticket prices from swinging too
wildly resulting in tickets being purchased during a
single interval when the price was artificially low. The
third vote enabled Lightning Network features. Lastly,
the most recent vote passed in April 2019 was to
update sequence rules to properly support Lightning.
Sources: Decred Docs, Politeia Digest, Richard Red
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Ticket Analysis
Decred's network leverages a "stake difficulty algorithm", which sets
the price of new tickets to maintain the target pool size of 40,960
tickets. In addition to the cap of 21 million DCR, this creates another
form of scarcity and demand within the network. The more people

Decred's Ticket Price Over Time

want to participate in Decred's governance by purchasing tickets, the
higher the price of the ticket.
The demand for staking returns and participation in the network's
governance is noticeable in the price of tickets over the past year. In DCR
terms, the price of a PoS ticket has increased 54% since the start of
2018 to a current price of over 130 DCR. In USD terms, the price of a PoS
ticket has fallen 60% from over $9,000 to under $3,500 since the start of
2018. While the high price of tickets forces stakeholders to have enough of
a financial commitment to feel accountable for their voting decisions, these
prices are not as inclusive. Anyone with a lower balance than the ticket
price cannot stake. This leads to their funds being diluted away (even
moreso than users who are able to afford tickets to stake).
As it stands today, over 75% of Decred addresses have less than 100
DCR. When it comes to strong governance, accessibility is just as important
as accountability. To improve this, Decred has introduced ticket splitting.
While still in beta, this allows holders to stake and participate in Decred's

Percent of Supply Held in Units of At Least n DCR

governance even if they don't have enough DCR to purchase a full ticket.
The minimum amount of DCR that can be put into a split ticket is 5
DCR, which should significantly lower the barriers for participants
who want to stake their DCR while also help introducing more
demand for the fixed supply of tickets. Holders who already have
enough DCR to purchase an entire ticket can also benefit from ticketsplitting, as they will be able to purchase multiple partial tickets to allow
their DCR to gradually unlock over time, all while receiving their staking
rewards.
Source: CoinMetrics, Permabull Nino
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Self-Funding Treasury
One of the most interesting and promising aspects of Decred's network is

Decred's Treasury Inflow & Outflow Historically

their treasury, which collects 10% of each block subsidy. To the right, our
team has broken out the amount of DCR received by the Treasury through this
subsidy, as well as any DCR spent (and it's equivalent value in USD) over the
past few years. It's important to note that these numbers were calculated
based on Decred's Fiscal Year which ends begins in February (due to their
mainnet launching in Feb 2016). Additionally, the USD value spent each year
was disclosed by Jake Yocom-Piatt during a presentation at Consensus earlier
this year. During the same talk, he mentioned that the Treasury has spent
less than it has taken in from its 10% subsidy every month since launch,
except for the Jan. 2019 payout. As of October 4th, 2019, Decred's treasury
had ~641K DCR (~10.8M USD at the time of writing).
*as of August 2019

Decred's treasury was designed to autonomously and sustainably fund the network's development over time. We view this self-funding mechanism that
Decred has embedded into its protocol as one of the key differentiators for the project. We believe that over time, this could result in the network and its
stakeholders having a massive war chest while most other protocols are left relying on donations; whether that be time from developers or money from supporters.
Additionally, we view it as a huge advantage that Decred had this 10% subsidy from the day its network launched. Not only has this allowed the treasury to
amass an impressive repository of capital, it avoided conflicts similar to what we saw in the Ethereum community with EIP-2025, a 2019 proposal to raise the block
reward to help fund ETH.1x development efforts. Almost immediately, this proposal was met with backlash from community members. While everyone agreed it was
important to find different ways to fund crucial development efforts, people argued that this would lead to a slippery slope where other development efforts could
also lead to the block reward being altered. Our team expects to see more and more communities struggle to come up with ways to finance the ambitious
development efforts necessary to make these projects succeed. This is one huge issue that Decred has already prepared itself for, and will quickly be seen as one of
the network's biggest strengths as it continues to grow in value and is able to incentivize people to work for DCR.
At the moment, control of the funds lies with Decred Holdings Group LLC while ticket holders control the treasury's expenditures through the Politea
system. That being said, stakeholders recently passed a proposal to fully decentralize spending from the Treasury so stakeholders will always have the
means to fund new developments. This proposal set in motion Decred's transition to a decentralized autonomous entity controlled treasury.
14

Fork Prevention
Decred's hybrid consensus adds an additional layer of chain fork and reorganization complexity. The algorithm dictating live ticket selection is
based on the hash of the previous block - resulting in both, a pseudo-random and deterministic process. For a PoW miner to change the ticket
selection outcome, he or she must find a new solution with a different hash for previous blocks to produce a new set of random tickets. This
makes a fork with equal hash power, but with minority stakeholders highly unlikely to succeed. Miners need 3/5 ticket holders to vote to claim their
rewards, as a result over time miners are economically incentivized to not stay on the minority chain as they are mining for far less gain. This mechanic
Type something
has proven to be successful with Decred, in its 5-year history, never having
a reorganization larger than 1 block.
Let's look at the fork example below with two chains with equal hash power but with 60% and 40% respective stake. The math suggests that that the
minority chain after its PoW mining only has a 31.74% chance of attaining enough tickets. The minority chain would roughly need 2x the hash power
to keep up with the majority chain. However, this is unrealistic due to economic incentives, as miners forgo 7/10ths of their possible block rewards by
mining on the minority chain. This value is even greater when factoring the decrease block rewards when only capturing 3/5 rather than 5/5 tickets.

Chain A: 50% Hash Power and 60% of Stake

Yes Vote
No / Omitted Vote

1000

1002

1003

1004
1004

1005

It is impossible for chain B with less stake and equivalent hash power to keep up with
Type something
chain A. This is due to the fact that the ticket algorithm is determinant on the hash of
the previous block.

1001
Chain B: 50% Hash Power and 40% of Stake
For block 1002 on the minority, chain to be built on 1001, the block needs to attain at least 3/5 votes
from the live ticket pool. These selected votes are dependent on block 1001. Only 2/5 tickets are

1002

stakeholders on the minority chain, and thus block 1002 is invalid.
The minority chain miners must now find another solution for block 1002. Block 1002a is mined, but,
Type
something
again, the block only acquires 2/5 tickets. Block
1002
must be remined, and block 1002a is orphaned. At
this point, the majority chain has mined block 1003 while the minority chain needs to mine block 1002b.

1002a

1002c
Source: Haon

1003

At some point, the minority chain gets lucky with ticket selection and manages to find 3/5 tickets
present on the minority chain. This happens roughly 3 out of 10 tries. The fork now progresses to
block 1003 while the majority chain is many blocks ahead. As one can see it is impossible for a
minority chain to catch up to the majority with equal has power.
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Fee Analysis
As it stands, Decred has proven to command a strong and differentiated supply side through its developer, stakeholder, governance, and mining layer. With that said, as with many
other digital assets, the long-term demand driver is still up in the air - and thus Decred's security bounds in 2039. To better understand Decred demand-side success, one can look
at the overall value transferred, security spend, mining revenue economics, and overall block space demand. To fuel the necessary block space demand, Decred must port over
demand from the Bitcoin network as they rely on a similar value proposition. While this is highly challenging, it has positioned itself to do so better than other PoW networks.
The barriers to this include, Bitcoin supply cap memetic qualities, Bitcoin's settlement assurance and Bitcoin’s overall network effect. It remains to be seen if there will be enough
demand to sustain both a Bitcoin and Decred block space market.

Decred Miner and Stakeholder Revenue

Decred Market Price vs. Realized Price

As the Decred network matures, the goal is for transaction fees to make up an increasing portion of miner revenue. This has been trending in the opposite direction since the end of
June 2017 after DCP0001 was activated to replace the algorithm for determining stake difficulty. Prior to the adjustment, ticket prices would swing wildly which led overly high
transaction fees when individuals would pile in all at once to buy comparatively "cheap" tickets. Although transaction fees remain a very low portion of total reward, its important to
note that network is still in its nascent stages and the subsidy is enough to sustain miners. In the graph on the right you can see that realized price currently sits above market price,
suggesting the majority of DCR value is underwater. Both realized price and market price decreased in Q3 2019 along with the overall market. While declining realized cap typically
suggests some level of capitulation from holders, that might not necessarily be the case here. Taking a step back, the are two main forces that affect the MVRV: Price volatility causes
the ratio to deviate from what’s considered “the norm” (somewhere slightly above 1) and FOMO or capitulation causes it to approach “the norm.” Decred is in a unique position here. Its
price volatility is relatively muted when compared to Bitcoin during Bitcoin’s comparable issuance period. Said differently, Decred’s issuance rate is relatively high for an asset of its
volatility. Its currently elevated issuance rate (20% in 2019) causes realized price to closely follow market price as new issuance automatically forces the former to converge towards the
latter. This is also evidenced by Decred’s volatility of the MVRV ratio in relation to Bitcoin’s. This all implies that realized price might not necessarily be declining because of capitulation,
but more so because of its current issuance rate.
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Liquidity
Liquidity is highly important for digital assets to attract both institutional and retail demand, due to the ease of entering and exiting positions. On a
relative market cap basis, Decred struggles with liquidity - posing a friction point for adoption. With that said, through Decred’s community and
governance layer, the Decred network is currently tackling this issue. Digital assets that raised via ICOs or IEOs have a centralized team with the autonomy
to supply liquidity to exchanges through various procedures. As is the nature for a more decentralized PoW network, Decred must find a different
solution. Using Politea governance, the Decred community addressed this issue directly by recently approving a designated market maker (i2
Trading). Decred’s approach is indicative of a decentralized network recognizing shortcomings and moving towards a community decision. This bodes
well for Decred’s long-term sustainability as future problems arise.
Using the recent i2 market maker vote as a case study, the above statements become evident. i2 Trading won the competition/vote to become
Decred's designated market maker, with an approval rate of 68%. Grapefruit Trading and Tantra Labs received 49% and 47% respectively. Voter
participation of 40.9% with the support of 28% of tickets was necessary for i2 Trading to get approved. The product of this vote is the treasury paying
$35,000-$45,000 per month equating to roughly 10% of the Decred’s treasury’s monthly subsidy (~1% of block rewards). This will be invoiced at the end of
each month of the market making program (which starts with a minimum six month term). This is a substantial amount of money but in our opinion a
necessity for the health of the network. Having a market maker will help maintain a tight average market spread, as well as reducing slippage. Noted on
the security cost calculation, the low DCR float actually has its benefits for DCR security. As long as a low float does not bring severe downward price
implications (price is important for security), attackers will have difficulty amassing the needed % of DCR in the ticket pool necessary to influence voting.
For the longevity of the network, it is in our opinion that the benefits of greater liquidity far outweigh this effect.

Exchanges With
Most Liquidity

Sources: Nomics, OnChainFX

DCR Price and Volume Month-to-Date
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Under Development
Through Decred's self-funded treasury and their built-in governance model, the network has been able to adapt quickly and incorporate features from other protocols.
Their roadmap is a testament to this. They currently have twelve new and ongoing features which have yet to be released. These vary all the way from scalability
optimizations to payment integration support. Below, we've highlighted three key features currently being worked on.

Privacy

Decentralized Exchange

Lightning Network

On 8/27, a privacy feature which Company 0

A DEX development proposal was approved in

Introduced in Q1 2018, the Lightning Network

The approach is based on the CoinShuffle++

This proposal has an estimated cost of $230K

had been developing was announced.

protocol, integrated into the ticket buying
process so that stakeholders can opt in to mix
their coins as they buy tickets.

The protocol addresses the traceability (who

sends to whom) but does not hide amounts to
make sure the auditability of DCR supply was
maintained.

The mixing occurs off-chain so no change to
the consensus rules was required.

Initial release works only for users of the
command-line interface dcrwallet.

August with 90% yes votes.

to deliver a command-line interface application,
which can be extended by future proposals to
offer a user interface using the Electron
framework.

A client-server model will be used to match

orders so that no token or special blockchain is
required to make trades. The DEX is merely a
match maker and communication relay and
users are in control of their funds throughout
the entire trading process.

No trading fees on the Decred DEX, just a one-

allows users to create off-chain transactions
that optionally settle on-chain, benefiting both
a network's scalability and privacy.

Typewas
something
Lightning Network
activated on the Decred
mainnet with the activation of DCP-0004 at
block 342784 (05/09/2019).

While the rough integration of lnd into

Decrediton is complete, the team has said
proper integration of LN into their wallet will
take several months.

Once integrated, users will be able to manage
payments and channels directly from their
wallet.

time fee for registration to prevent spam
attacks and cover DEX operating expenses.
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DCR Model Highlights
DCR has the characteristics to succeed as a potential store of value and alternative to Bitcoin. This section of the report will analyze Decred's UTXO age bands, monetary policy,
projected gross yield from staking and security relative to Bitcoin.

Key Takeaways

NVT Signal is an on-chain metric that’s typically used to analyze Bitcoin, but has shown to also be predictive historically for Decred. We've modified this to create the UTXO

Adjusted NVTS, which is currently hovering in between the two thresholds at ~75. Despite this being closer to buy territory, it still implies this metric doesn’t provide a conclusive
result.
Decred benefits from having a transparent, finite and pre-determined monetary policy. We view this as a necessity for any digital asset trying to compete as a viable store of value
over the long-term. At launch, the team pre-mined 1.68 million tokens (8% of the maximum supply of 21 million coins). Due to its relatively young age, it's still going through the
early stage of high block rewards, with issuance rates of ~60% and ~32% in 2017 and 2018 respectively. DCR issuance for 2019 is ~20%.
New blocks are created every ~5 minutes and the block reward is split 3 ways - i) 60% goes to the PoW miner, ii) 30% goes to the PoS voters and iii) 10% goes to the Decred
Treasury to fund development. Decred's block reward is reduced by ~1% every 21 days. While issuance won't end until ~2121, around 99% of the supply will be produced by 2039.
~50% of the circulating DCR supply is currently staked as of September 2019, with the ticket price ranging between 120-130 DCR over that period. The estimated gross yield
currently for staking DCR is a little under 11%. We project forward, over the next 10 years, a range of potential gross yields and ticket prices based on a variety of assumptions.
While the relationship between the percent of the DCR supply staked and the yield a staker receives is clear (inverse), it's important to note that issuance will always be higher than
staking yield. With Decred, stakers can only reduce their dilution, which helps mitigate the concentration of token ownership. This is caused by the PoW block reward being twice
as much as the PoS block reward. This could be seen as a strength relative to other networks solely relying on PoS, where large holders that stake can further entrench their
control of the network over time.
Decred offers - on a per market cap basis - stronger security guarantees than Bitcoin through differentiated trade-offs. The hardware cost of attack for Bitcoin is approximately
39x greater than Decred. However, on a per market cap basis, Decred is around 20x more costly. When normalizing for hashpower, mining gear costs, mining gear Th/s, and
market cap, Decred is roughly 18x more costly to attack.
Decred has more complexities that make it harder to attack in actuality: for example, (1) acquiring tickets proves to be more difficult in reality as 50% of DCR circulating supply is
time-locked for 30 days, (2) secret mining is difficult as Decred wallets by default can not vote on blocks greater than 5 blocks behind its chain tip, (3) an attacker buying up tickets
would increase ticket demand and move ticket prices upward; essentially increasing their own costs, (4) there is a limited number of tickets available for purchase each block,
therefore an attacker acquiring significant portions of the ticket supply will see increasing costs over time. As a result, the staking layer gives Decred greater resistance to smaller
internal attacks, selfish mining, fee sniping, and block space censorship than it would have with miners alone.
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UTXO Analysis
The similarities between Decred and Bitcoin, particularly the investment thesis and UTXO based model, enable comparable on-chain analysis to be performed. We
provide a breakdown of the UTXO age bands of coins below, but it’s not exactly as clear and indicative as Bitcoin’s, primarily because of the relative age difference.
Bitcoin’s considerably longer existence allows for more conclusive high time frame analysis. The significant portion of lost Bitcoin also helps reduce noise. In
comparison, Decred’s relatively young status implies that it’s still going through its early years of sizable block rewards, with issuance rates of ~60% and
~32% in 2017 and 2018 respectively. This automatically skews the overall distribution towards lower age bands. Decred’s UTXO pattern reflects the resilience and
conviction of a portion of its userbase. Looking at the 1 Month + line, which represents the % of supply that hasn’t moved in at least 1 Month, you can see
how it’s held relatively steady over the past two years despite significant issuance and price volatility. It’s also promising to see that there wasn’t
significant movement following the votes with the largest turnout (marked by the vertical yellow lines).

Source: CoinMetrics
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UTXO Adjusted NVTS
An on-chain metric that’s typically used to analyze Bitcoin, but has shown to also be predictive historically for Decred, is the NVT Signal. The NVT Signal is a
modified version of the NVT ratio that uses a 90 day moving average in the denominator to help reduce the effects of trade driven on-chain volume. We further modify
this ratio ("UTXO Adjusted NVTS") to only use the portion of market cap that’s likely being used for on-chain transactions. Historically speaking, a multiple of 45 has
been a consistent buy indicator while a multiple of 140 has been a sell indicator. At the moment we’re hovering in between the two thresholds at ~75, which
despite being closer to buy territory, still implies this metric doesn’t provide a conclusive result.

Source: CoinMetrics
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Monetary Policy
Similar to Bitcoin, Decred benefits from having a transparent, finite and pre-determined monetary policy. We view this as a necessity for any digital asset
trying to compete as a viable store of value over the long-term. At launch, the team pre-mined 1.68 million tokens (8% of the maximum supply of 21 million
coins), giving away half to 2,972 participants who each received 282 DCR. The other half (840,000 DCR) were distributed to Decred developers to compensate
Type something
them for initial development work. The remaining 19.32 million DCR will be mined over time. While pre-mines are generally frowned upon, this was necessary to jump
start the network since its PoS component needed stakers at launch to prevent a chain attack. In addition, the size of the pre-mine was relatively low compared to
other networks, such as Ethereum.

Key Takeaways
In Decred, new blocks are created roughly
every 5 minutes. Each block includes a block
reward split three ways:

 60% goes to the PoW miner who found
the block

 30% goes to the PoS voters on that block
(6% to each of the 5 voters)

 10% goes towards the Decred Treasury,

creating a sustainable source of funding
for development

Rather than halving its block reward every ~4
years like BTC, Decred's block reward is
reduced by ~1% every 21 days. The initial
block reward was 31.2 DCR, and currently is
16.83 DCR. While issuance won't end until
~2121, around 99% of the supply will be
produced by 2039.
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Staking Yield Assumptions
In accordance with the pre-determined monetary policy, new issuance of DCR is slowly trending toward zero. As a
result, the % yield from staking DCR will also continue to decline. Even if a holder stakes their DCR, their
relative control of the network diminishes over time due to the dilution caused by the PoW block reward
being twice as much as the PoS block reward. This could be seen as a strength relative to other networks
solely relying on PoS, where large holders that stake can further entrench their control of the network
over time.

% Yield from Staking DCR

On the following slide, our team depicts a range of potential gross yields that stakers could expect over the next
~10 years, relative to the percentage of DCR's circulating supply being staked at that time. This can be calculated
fairly easily due to most of the other variables being known (such as PoS subsidy per block, circulating supply, etc.),
as well as other necessary assumptions having a muted impact on the outputs.

Our Base Assumptions To Calculate Gross Yield Over The Next 10 Years

A simple way to calculate ticket price is to multiply circulating supply at a given point in time by what you think is a reasonable % of DCR locked in PoS, and then dividing that by the
target ticket pool of 40,960. For example, if in 2020 (when the average supply is projected to be around 11.691 million), you expect 50% of supply to be staked - your ticket price would
be = (0.50 * 11,690,100) / 40,960 = 142.70 DCR. As you'll see on the next page, we've laid out the relative ticket prices depending on the % of circulating DCR supply you expect to be
staked for each year until 2030.
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Ticket Price & Staking Yield Projections
Below, our team has laid out two corresponding tables which forecast both ticket price and gross yield. This is dependent on the percentage of DCR's circulating supply
staked at a given point in time and the other assumptions we outlined on the prior slide. For perspective, ~50% of circulating DCR supply is currently staked as of
September 2019, with the ticket price ranging between 120-130 DCR over that period. The estimated gross yield currently for staking DCR is a little under
11% as of today. Meanwhile, DCR issuance this year is ~20%. An important thing to note is that over time, the percent of circulating DCR supply staked my fall below
40% as purely economically motivated, and not governance motivated, individuals no long find the staking yield appealing.

Ticket Price Based On % of Circulating DCR Supply Staked

Gross Yield Based On % of Circulating DCR Supply Staked
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Impact of PoS Issuance on Control
While the relationship between the percent of DCR supply staked and the yield a staker receives is clear (inverse), it's important to note that issuance will
always be higher than staking yield. This dynamic is typically the other way around with most PoS based systems. The issue with it being the other way around is
that you have the "rich get richer" situation where those staking will gradually own a larger portion of supply because the yield they receive is larger than the rate of
issuance. With Decred, stakers can only reduce their dilution, which helps mitigate the concentration of token ownership.

Gross Yield Based On % of Circulating DCR Supply Staked
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Security Relative to Bitcoin
Similar to Bitcoin, Decred optimizes for security over other functionalities. However, the design differs as Decred layers PoS validation on top of
PoW mining. This hybrid consensus architecture gives stakeholders/ticketholders the power to reject invalid blocks. Stakeholders act as a check on
PoW miners and are subsidized for their work. Hybrid PoS incorporates stakeholders/investors as additional supply-siders of the network. This results
in a social contract expressed though governance and PoS validation, forming a tangible security layer on the network.
In some ways, Decred offers - on a per market cap basis - stronger accounting and ledger guarantees through differentiated trade-offs than
Bitcoin. In pure proof-of-work (PoW) models, network security hinges on the assumption that more than 50% of the mining power is honest. Calculating
the cost of a majority attack for a PoW network, is, therefore, half the
current
network hashpower (assuming no deployable hashpower sitting on the
Type
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sidelines). In hybrid proof-of-stake/proof-of-work (PoS/PoW) networks, a majority attack requires additional costs than just attaining greater than 50% of
network hashpower. Using Jake Yocom-Piatt’s proof, a majority attack on Decred’s network is a function of % of tickets held and % of honest
hashpower controlled. For simplicity purposes, an attacker with 50% of the tickets would need 100% of honest hashpower. In other words, 50% of
tickets staked, as well as, 50% of total network hashpower. With this assumption, one can price out the approximate cost of attack of each respective
network. The hardware cost of attack for Bitcoin is approximately 39x greater than Decred. However, on a per market cap basis, Decred is
around 20x more costly. When normalizing for hashpower, mining gear costs, mining gear Th/s, and market cap, Decred is roughly 18x more
costly to attack. This is critical given the role that security plays in the SoV thesis.

Cost of Attack

Sources: CMB (BTC), WTM (DCR)

Cost of Attack Weighted
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Cost of Attack

Based on Fiach Dubh and Jake Yocom-Piatt's work, one can approximate the
relative hash power and stake needed to 50% attack the network. The cost of
an attack, however, differs along this curve. The (0.5,1) scenario presented
in the previous slide happens to be the cheapest double-spend stake/hash
ratio, but it turns out that attaining 50% of the necessary stake from Decred 's
floating supply is highly improbable. The most likely scenario of an attack leans
closer to the horizontal asymptote, however, the cost of acquiring the
necessary ASIC hardware is incredibly high. So high, that the costs outweigh
the revenue of attacking the network - another negative incentive scenario.
With these parameters known, stakeholders have the necessary
information to combat and prevent stakeholder/miner centralization,
collusion, and cartelization. This is one of the selling points of PoS security being able to parameterize security bounds on the visible stake in the network.

This basic framework is not meant to attack Bitcoin as it does not take into the account additional types of attacks, electricity costs, social
capital, and other parameters. With that said, this calculation does illuminate the beneficial security design choice of Decred. Decred has
more complexities that make it harder to attack in actuality: for example, (1) acquiring tickets proves to be more difficult in reality as 50% of
Decred circulating supply is time-locked for 30 days, (2) secret mining is difficult as Decred wallets by default can not vote on blocks
Type something
greater than 5 blocks behind its chain tip, (3) an attacker buying up tickets would increase ticket demand and move ticket prices upward;
essentially increasing their own costs, (4) there is a limited number of tickets available for purchase each block, therefore an attacker
acquiring significant portions of the ticket supply will see increasing costs over time. As a result, the staking layer gives Decred greater
resistance to smaller internal attacks, selfish mining, fee sniping, and block space censorship than it would have with miners alone.
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Disclosures
The Research Team may own the tokens represented in this report, and as such this should be seen as a disclosure of any potential conflict of interest. Anyone can
contact Delphi Digital for full token disclosures by team member at Team@DelphiDigital.io. This report belongs to Delphi Digital, and represents the opinions of the
Research Team.
Delphi Digital is not a FINRA registered broker-dealer or investment adviser and does not provide investment banking services. This report is not investment advice,
it is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment involves substantial risks,
including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due
diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a stand-alone judgment of the
relevant markets prior to making any investment decision.
Delphi Digital does not receive compensation from the companies, entities, or protocols they write about. The only fees Delphi Digital earns is through paying
subscribers. Compensation is not received on any basis contingent upon communicating a positive opinion in this report. The authors were not hired by the
covered entity to prepare this report. Delphi Digital did not receive compensation from the entities covered in this report for non-report services, such as
presenting at author sponsored investor conferences, distributing press releases or other ancillary services. The entities covered in this report have not previously
paid the author in cash or in stock for any research reports or other services. The covered entities in this report are not required to engage with Delphi Digital.
The Research Team has obtained all information herein from sources they believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,”
without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are
based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and the Research Team’s views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change
without notice. Delphi Digital has no obligation to continue offering reports regarding this topic. Reports are prepared as of the date(s) indicated and may become
unreliable because of subsequent market or economic circumstances. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None
of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person in
making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are
not statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and
estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn
out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond control.
It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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